
How is reading supported at CWLC? 

In Year 7: 

 

  

 

CATs 

•All Y7s take Cognitive Ability Tests. One of these will be a verbal test that indicates their ability in 
literacy, including reading ability. This is shared across school on the electronic register system, 
SIMs. 

English 

•In English lessons, students take a NfER reading test to determine their Reading Age. From Sept 2015, this will be shared 
across school on SIMs so teachers can accurately support students' access to texts. 

•English teachers are always happy to help guide students in their reading and choice of books 

•One hour-long English lesson in every two weeks is spent in the Learning Resource Centre (LRC) where students read and 
discuss their reading progress with their teacher.  (See Y7 Reading Progress sheet below) 

•Reading is regularly assessed in English in the form of key assessments linked to the English curriculum and assessed using 
the department's grade system.  

Acc.  

Reader 

•During students' child's fortnightly LRC lessons they will be enrolled in the Accelerated Reading project (AR).  

•Accelerated Reader is a structured online reading programme that enables the school to monitor students' reading in 
order to help them with problems and to maximise the reading potential of all our students. Prizes and incentives are 
given to encourage students to read as much as possible.  More information is available in this short video 
http://www.ardemo.co.uk/. Parents can check on their child's progress on' Home Connect' linked from the school 
website. 

LRC 

•The LRC is open every day from 8am - 5pm.  We have over 14,000 books, including all the latest popular fiction.  The 
fiction is shelved in levels corresponding to the levels in the AR reading scheme to enable students to find books at their 
reading level.  There is also a 'Wider Reading Scheme' to encourage high ability students to try more challenging books. 
Competitions, author visits and  reading activites run throughout the year to encourage reading. 

DEAR 

•Drop Everything And Read takes place every day for ALL students and gives students an opportunity to read for 15 minutes 
in their Learning Mentor groups. Learning Mentors will discuss book choices with students and encourage them to choose 
books that are suitable for their ability and which will challenge and stimuate them. 

Rapid 
Plus 

•Rapid Plus is a small group intervention that develops the skills of decoding, vocabulary extension, recall, inference, 
deduction and grammar. Sessions are offered to an identified group of students each week, in addition to their English 
lessons. 

Intervention 

•If a student is flagged up via their English teacher as needing support in literacy, they will be referred to the school's 
intervention team of specialist teachers who will work with them one to one or in small groups on targetted areas, in 
Guidance Time or in pre-arranged lesson time. Parents/carers will  be informed by letter if this is the case. 

Reading 
Buddies 

•A Reading Buddy programme is run within Houses and also via the LRC, where older students are paired with younger 
ones to hear them read during Guidance Time. The older students receive training on how best to support their younger 
Buddies. 



In Years 8 to 11: 

 

Frequently-asked questions 

 

 

Year 8 

•As for Year 7, although Accelerated Reader will only continue for those readers who are still needing this extra structured support 

•Rapid Plus is continued after Y7 where needed. Older students who have completed the Rapid Plus course receive individual support during 
DEAR when their progress is closely monitored and  maintained.  

Year 9 

•As for Year 8, without the Reading Buddies programme. 

•Older students who have completed the Rapid Plus course receive individual support during DEAR when their progress is closely monitored 
and  maintained.  

Yrs 10 & 
11 

•Students will be identified as needing targeted intervention using the school's support system which may include periods of one-to-one 
and small groups in Guidance Time and pre-arranged lesson time. 

•Specific learning difficulties that result in problems with reading are 
supported with specialist support via the Learning Support Centre (LSC) 

•They will be supported either on the AR scheme or Rapid Plus depending on 
their ability. 

•In English, if necessary, 'catch-up' intervention, one-to-one or in small 
groups will be put into place with a specialist intervention teacher. 

What happens if a 
student begins Year 

7 with a problem 
with their reading? 

•Students will be regularly tested on the AR scheme and those not making 
progress will be offered extra help. 

•In English, if a student is not on target, extra support will be given, either in-
class or using the intervention systems in place within school. 

•For students with significant problems with reading, they may be referred to 
the Rapid Reader programme (see above). 

What happens if a 
student is not 

making expected 
progress with their 

reading? 

•The AR scheme is designed to help accomplished readers to try more challenging 
books in year 7.  

•In year 8 & 9 there is a  Wider Reading Scheme to encourage students to read 
different genres and award-winning teenage literature. 

•In English, where high levels of reading are identified, target attainment will be 
appropriately challenging or will be adjusted to reflect excellent progress, with a 
focus on continued enjoyment of reading, with opportunities to work towards and 
at the higher level reading expectations according to the curriculum criteria. 

What happens if a 
student begins Year 

7 with an above 
average reading 

ability? 

•Being a role model to your child by reading at home is an excellent start. You 
may now think they are too old to be read to, but the next best thing is to 
discuss the books you have all read and enjoyed. Provide plenty of reading 
material at home, including newspapers and magazines. Encourage reading 
as an activity before they go to bed: it will help them sleep better and add to 
the daily practice we know they need to be better readers. 

How can I 
support my 

child's reading at 
home? 
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